Effect of accounting for interfractional CTV shape variations in PTV margins on prostate cancer radiation treatment plans.
The aim of this study was to account for interfractional clinical target volume (CTV) shape variation and apply this to the planning target volume (PTV) margin for prostate cancer radiation treatment plans. Interfractional CTV shape variations were estimated from weekly cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images using statistical point distribution models. The interfractional CTV shape variation was taken into account in the van Herk's margin formula. The PTV margins without and with the CTV shape variation, i.e., standard (PTVori) and new (PTVshape) margins, were applied to 10 clinical cases that had weekly CBCT images acquired during their treatment sessions. Each patient was replanned for low-, intermediate-, and high-risk CTVs, using both margins. The dose indices (D98 and V70) of treatment plans with the two margins were compared on weekly pseudo-planning computed tomography (PCT) images, which were defined as PCT images registered using a deformable image registration technique with weekly CBCT images, including contours of the CTV, rectum, and bladder. The percentage of treatment fractions of patients who received CTV D98 greater than 95% of a prescribed dose increased from 80.3 (PTVori) to 81.8% (PTVshape) for low-risk CTVs, 78.8 (PTVori) to 87.9% (PTVshape) for intermediate-risk CTVs, and 80.3 (PTVori) to 87.9% (PTVshape) for high-risk CTVs. In most cases, the dose indices of the rectum and bladder were acceptable in clinical practice. The results of this study suggest that interfractional CTV shape variations should be taken into account when determining PTV margins to increase CTV coverages.